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Universal serial bus Universal serial bus

(USB, Uni-Stick-Bus, also UAS, a
portmanteau) is a serial bus standard for
connection of peripherals to computers.
The most common types are the micro-
USB interface, which uses USB Type-C

connectors, and the older, more
common type-A interface. USB 3.0 With

USB 2.0, speed was limited by the
underlying technologies of the time. USB
1.1 and 2.0 buses maximum throughput

at 400 kbit/s. These can be greatly
increased with external transceivers

such as line drivers or high-speed
receivers. In parallel with the USB 2.0

standards, a USB 3.0 standard was
developed and released in 2007. It

allows for speeds up to 5Gbit/s (10^9
bits per second), 50% faster than USB

2.0 and at least twice the speed of
FireWire and Thunderbolt. The adopted
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specification defines the USB Type-C
connector and is fully backwards

compatible with USB 2.0. It provides
increased power to multiple peripherals,
allowing them to run off the computer's
main power supply. It also provides two

host ports, and optionally three
peripheral ports, plus the ability to run

USB 3.1 devices. The USB 3.1
specification, which was published in
2016, builds on the previous USB 3.0

specification by adding a second dual-
lane high speed connection that allows

transfer rates of up to 10 Gbit/s,
providing 6d1f23a050
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